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STIHL has the right mowing line for a wide range of applications. Ask your specialized dealer for 
the right line with the correct diameter to fit your needs and the mowing head.

STIHL
COLOR
CODING

In order to facilitate the selection of the suitable mowing line, we have sorted our mowing lines by color.  Once you have selected the color 
and the mowing line profile, it is quick and easy to buy the mowing line again.

STIHL Mowing line
Product information

Mowing line, round
This high-performance mowing line can be used universally and is available in 
many different diameters for all STIHL line mowing heads. Suitable for all 
trimming and mowing jobs and specially developed against fraying and fusing.

Mowing line, round and low-noise
The spiral grooves of the low-noise mowing lines considerably reduce wind 
noise. This mowing line is ideally suited for use with electric and cordless 
brushcutters due to the reduced noise level.

Mowing line, square
Due to the four edges, this mowing line is more aggressive than the round 
mowing line. Ideal for effective cutting of thick, woody grass and weeds.

High tech mowing line CF3 Pro

The CF3Pro mowing line consists of three different plastics, each with different 
features.  One layer contains carbon fibers for high stability, the others provide 
flexibility and sturdiness. In combination with the shape and the twist, the mowing 
line has an excellent mowing performance with low wear at the same time.

Mowing line, pentagonal
The pentagonal mowing line combines the aggressive edges of the square 
mowing line with the wide range of applications of the round line. This makes 
the pentagonal mower line universally usable with a high cutting performance 
at the same time.

DuroCut pieces of line
Pieces of line cut to length for use with STIHL DuroCut mowing heads. The 
construction with a flexible core and a hard coating with cutting teeth ensures a 
long service life and high mowing performance. For clean working in high, 
dense and slightly woody vegetation.

1.4 mm 2.7 mm:
Short grass / small gardens

2.4 mm 3.3 mm:
Tall grass / large gardens

2.4 mm 4.0 mm:
Overgrowth / Professionals
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